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The Graduate School of International Culture and Communication Studies （GSICCS）, 
the most recent of a series of international graduate school programs to be founded 
at Waseda University, accepted its ﬁrst students in April 2013. Like the School of In-
ternational Liberal Studies （SILS）, the innovative undergraduate program opened in 
2004 to which it is afﬁliated, GSICCS uses English as its primary language of commu-
nication and instruction, prides itself on the global diversity of both its teaching staff 
and its student body, and has an academic focus that is not only comparative but also 
interdisciplinary. But while SILS offers a broad liberal arts education, as a research 
institution GSICCS focuses particularly on theoretical issues and practical problems 
concerning human communication in modern global society, with three distinct study 
plans concerned respectively with linguistic, cultural and social questions. As Takashi 
Aso, the ﬁrst dean of the new graduate school put it in a roundtable discussion con-
cerning the thinking underlying the new venture: “We wanted to make something the 
Japanese education system badly needed but didn’t have already. There are not many 
graduate schools in Japan which do not require Japanese language fluency, and even 
fewer that offer courses with an interdisciplinary focus. More and more, academic 
research is being conducted on a topic-basis, crossing traditional disciplinary bound-
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aries, and we wanted that to be reflected in our curriculum.”
　　 To mark the approaching anniversary of the school’s foundation, and to cel-
ebrate a successful ﬁrst year of operation which has seen over seventy students from 
nearly twenty different countries begin their studies on the master’s and other courses, 
it was decided to hold a symposium early in 2014. The theme decided on was the pros 
and cons for both education and research of conducting programs in Japanese Stud-
ies within Japan but using English as the main medium of communication. The three 
principal speakers were all non-Japanese scholars with distinguished reputations in 
the ﬁeld of Japanese Studies both inside and outside the country. The keynote address 
was given by Robert Campbell, Professor in Japanese Literature at the University 
of Tokyo, Komaba, who has a doctorate from Harvard University and who is well 
known throughout Japan for his work in radio and television broadcasting. The two 
respondents were both professors from GSICCS itself: Mike Molasky （Ph.D., U. of 
Chicago）, who has recently joined the school from Hitotsubashi University and teach-
es in the ﬁeld of contemporary Japanese culture; and Adrian Pinnington （D.Phil., U. 
of Sussex）, a specialist in intellectual history who has been at Waseda for over twenty 
years. The event was chaired by Graham Law, Associate Dean of GSICCS, who has 
also taken the role of editor in creating a written record of what was said. After a few 
brief words of welcome and introduction from Professor Norimasa Morita, Dean of 
the Faculty of International Research and Education （FIRE）, the academic body to 
which both GSICCS and SILS belong, the microphone was handed in turn to Robert 
Campbell, Mike Molasky, and Adrian Pinnington.
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RobeRt Campbell: I am very honored to be here to help celebrate the 
ﬁrst anniversary of GSICCS, the latest international graduate program to be 
created at Waseda. As you may know, at the University of Tokyo, I teach at 
the Komaba campus where we have a long-standing visiting program for in-
ternational students called AIKOM, which stands for “Abroad in Komaba.” 
However, we have also recently begun a four-year undergraduate program 
called PEAK （for “Programs in English at Komaba”）, which has a number 
of parallels to SILS, and even more recently set up a graduate equivalent of 
that known as GPEAK, which is similar to GSICCS not only in being difﬁcult to pronounce but also 
in its raison d’etre. What the two share, I think, is the commitment to teach graduate studies through 
the medium of English not in order to separate domestic and international participants but in order 
to bring them together for their mutual beneﬁt. For this reason, both programs, I believe, are set up 
so as to encourage students from overseas, even if they arrive with little or no competence in the 
language, to master Japanese while in Tokyo. In other words, Waseda and my institution alike aim 
not at either/or but at both/and as far as linguistic skills are concerned, and are committing a good 
deal in the way of effort and resources to that end.
 My principal ﬁeld of research is the literature of the later Edo and earlier Meiji periods -- in 
other words, I am concerned with the social and cultural signiﬁcance of works written in Japan, 
though not necessarily in Japanese, over the course of what is often called the long nineteenth 
century. This means that I straddle the divide between the pre-modern and modern periods, con-
ventionally marked by the Meiji Restoration of 1868. In this I am perhaps unusual among Japanese 
academics, because I give equal weight to what went before and what comes after the change. 
Younger scholars are more likely to take this approach, but it is quite rare in my generation. Another 
marker of my rather divided academic identity is that I belong to two major scholarly associations, 
the nihon kinsei bungakkai （日本近世文学会 / Japan Edo Period Literary Society） and the nihon 
kindai bungakkai （日本近代文学会 / Society of Japanese Modern Literature）. When written down 
these differ by only a single Chinese character, but in reality they have very little in common and 
seldom if ever meet together to exchange insights. 
 I apologize for this lengthy self-introduction, but it may help to provide a context for my 
thoughts on the question of conducting Japanese Studies through the medium of English. “Why 
Bother?” is a very stimulating and even intriguing phrase for me. When I ﬁrst received the title from 
Graham Law, I thought he might be teasing me for, or perhaps even accusing me of not bothering 
enough. But that is maybe just because I myself sometimes feel slightly guilty that I have not spent 
so much time talking about the wealth of Japanese literary culture in English, and thus perhaps 
failed to take the opportunity to reach a wider audience. As you may have noticed, I am rather out of 
practice in speaking in English in public. I have spent pretty much the whole of my academic career 
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here in Japan -- perhaps twenty-eight years in all -- studying, researching and teaching in Japanese 
institutions, alongside Japanese colleagues and students, and through the medium of Japanese. First 
I was studying at the University of Kyushu, then doing research for ﬁve years at the National Insti-
tute of Japanese Literature -- a rather unique archival institution now based in Tachikawa -- and then 
teaching at the University of Tokyo for the last thirteen years or so. These have all been departments 
of national literature -- kokubungakuka （国文学科）, kokubungakukenkyushiryokan （国文学研究
資料館）, or kokubunkanbungakubukai （国文漢文学部会） -- where my being a native speaker of 
English has represented no great advantage. While these institutions today are by no means na-
tionalistic in purpose, it does mean that I have been working mainly in a domestic environment 
and writing almost universally in Japanese. It is not that I deliberately avoided using English, but 
simply that the opportunity did not arise. But increasingly over the last ten years or so, I found that 
many more of my colleagues and students have had the chance to travel abroad, and at the same 
time I have seen a gradual erosion of the idea that familiarity with Japanese literature is an essential 
marker of Japanese identity. Japanese Studies whether historical or contemporary in focus have 
become more international, cosmopolitan, and the evaluation of research in this ﬁeld takes much 
more account of how widely the ideas are disseminated. And I myself have travelled outside Japan 
a good deal, especially in Europe, to engage in collaborative research projects with scholars there. I 
am especially interested in how developments in print culture affected the process of modernization 
in Japan, and the ﬁeld of book history seems especially well cultivated in Europe. 
 So perhaps the most obvious answer to the question “Why bother?” is because we want to get 
as many people as possible to engage with Japanese culture. The necessity of transposing Japanese 
cultural materials into other forms, whether a foreign language or perhaps another medium, such 
as ﬁlm or music, is one that is already familiar to me, perhaps because I am so used to doing just 
that as part of the process of teaching pre-modern Japanese literature. Pre-modern Japanese literary 
language is much more distant from, alien to, contemporary spoken Japanese than would be the case 
with English. （I understand that something similar is true in the case of languages like Arabic and 
Russian, though I do not have the linguistic skills to conﬁrm that for myself.） As a result, though it 
is not unusual to see ordinary people reading English paperback editions of the novels of, say, Jane 
Austen on the subway, that would be unthinkable with Japanese works popular a couple of hundred 
years ago, such as those of Kyokutei Bakin. This is because, from shortly before the turn of the 
twentieth century, written Japanese was extensively reworked -- by intellectuals and journalists, as 
well as by government ofﬁcials -- to bring it much closer to the spoken language, so the classical 
Japanese literary style of earlier periods has been almost irretrievably lost. This change went far 
beyond the simple question of how many Chinese characters were to be used. So, today, even with 
a domestic Japanese audience, I need to work pretty hard not only to transpose such classical works 
into contemporary language that a non-specialist audience can understand, but also to ﬁnd ways to 
explain the values that they represent. 
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 Pre-modern Japanese texts typically make use of a number of different stylistic levels, and 
these are almost invariably flattened out if they are paraphrased into a contemporary idiom, regard-
less of whether it is Japanese or English or indeed a third language. In the case of classical Japanese, 
there is not merely one standard idiom, but rather a range of perhaps four or ﬁve distinct generic 
styles that, borrowing a metaphor from weather forecasting, I am inclined to call “air pressure pock-
ets.” Japanese pre-modern writers were able to manipulate the disparities between these pockets 
for rhetorical effects such as comedy, satire, parody and allegory. For example, Higuchi Ichiyo, a 
wonderful woman writer of the late nineteenth century who died as young as twenty-four, still wrote 
conﬁdently in several different linguistic modes, each distinct from the vernacular language that she 
would have used every day. At the same time, and this was typical of those of her generation with 
scholarly training, she was able to read and write basic classical Chinese. So, when you translate 
someone like Higuchi into contemporary Japanese or indeed contemporary English, all these “air 
pressure pockets” tend to be conflated into a single style. In order to illustrate the points I’m making 
I’ve brought along two or three passages that I will try to talk about in more detail. 
 The ﬁrst two are translations into English that I have done myself. One is from a woodblock 
print book published in Edo in 1787, and features the ukiyoe-style picture of a courtesan. It’s Kokei 
no sansho （『古契三娼』）by Santo Kyoden, which I translated about ten years ago as Three Mad-
ams and their Dirty Tale. It’s a sharebon, a type of gesaku （popular literature） composed of light 
ﬁction in racy dialogue form, and was very widely appreciated in its own day. Each of the three 
characters in the story represents one of the three major brothel areas in Edo, one the ofﬁcially sanc-
tioned pleasure district of Yoshiwara, and the others Shinagawa and Fukagawa, both on the outskirts 
of the town. The page you have is the frontispiece of the book, and the story proper begins after this 
witty pen portrait of the Yoshiwara character. Following the name Yoshiwara, the ﬁve Chinese char-
acters read, “Hoppo [ni] kajin ari” （北方有佳人）, which I render as “Beauty Lies to the North.” 
But in order to get to the racy, lowlife stories you have ﬁrst to be able to read classical Chinese -- this 
is a case of the air pockets that I mentioned. The poem itself is a gogonzeku in classical Chinese, 
that is, verse in ﬁve-character quatrains, which, as you can see, is also written in the cursive style. 
To the modern Japanese reader, these are both formidable barriers to enjoyment or even comprehen-
sion. Most Japanese people who have been to university have had to study classical Chinese at high 
school as part of their preparation for the hell of entrance examinations, and it represents a painful 
experience that they try to forget as soon as possible. And almost no-one can read the cursive style 
any more, apart from the handful of strange people who make up the Japan Edo Period Literary 
Society. I and my graduate students make our living doing that, so we really don’t want too many 
people infringing on our monopoly! I’ve translated it, doubtless rather poorly, into flowery English 
which nevertheless still makes more sense to the average Japanese than the original. 
 For the ﬁrst time in public, I think, let me read it aloud, with a few comments thrown in:
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In the fledgling town of Edo
Brothels brim with beauties,
Pillows are carved from coral and jade,
Bedclothes stitched with lovebirds in brocade.
One girl hitches her saddle
 to a guy from Musashi; [which is the Edo area we are in right now]
Another sews “love” to a sash in Hitachi. [Hitachi obi is a well-known kimono sash]
Clouds burst into rain each dawn,
And at night, they switch men just like pawns. [an unfortunate rhyme to ﬁnish with, I’m 
afraid]
You can see that the writer is using an overly decorative style to produce humor, but also to create 
a sense of teasing anticipation for the racy anecdotes to follow. Doing Japan Studies through the 
medium of English basically gives you a chance to level up the playing ﬁeld, thus giving an equal 
opportunity to some of the many abandoned and forgotten works written in the thousand years or so 
before the modern age began. Perhaps my translation has flattened out much of the humor implicit 
in the original’s highbrow format. I would claim, however, that this almost always beats out having 
nothing at all.
 The fact that you translate or paraphrase or explicate a work in another language also forces 
your hand. It makes you decide what a text is really about in a way that is easy to avoid if you work 
in the original language. It reveals aspects of written texts in particular that you are otherwise likely 
to miss. In other words, it forces you to take on the role of interpreter. Let me give you just one short 
example -- short because it is in the form of a single thirty-one syllable Japanese ode, or tanka. It 
is by a famous Japanese poet, who, if I remember rightly, graduated with a degree in English from 
Waseda, Wakayama Bokusui. In his early twenties when he was still studying here, he published his 
ﬁrst collection of poetry entitled Umi no koe （『海の声』/ Voices of the Sea, or perhaps better, Voices 
from the Sea）. It contains a number of tanka which, if you went to high school here in Japan, and 
particularly if you are aged forty or more, you will perhaps be familiar with, as they were often used 
in textbooks. One of the most famous, and one that has always intrigued me, and one that I have 
long known by heart, presents a seascape featuring a white bird: 
白鳥は哀しからずや
	 空の青海のあをにも染まずただよふ
This poem, by the way, is one of the works of Japanese literature that I decided to focus on three or 
four years ago in a television show that I helped created and presented for NHK, called J-bungaku 
（『Jブンガク』, perhaps “J-Lit”, in English. 
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 When I came to Waseda Library to have a look at the ﬁrst edition, I saw that the rubi or para-
phrase on the ﬁrst two characters was hakucho （はくちょう）, speciﬁcally indicating “swan.” In 
the second edition, again approved by the author himself, though the two characters were the same, 
the reading indicated was shiratori （しらとり）, a generic reference to “white bird.” In further edi-
tions, the paraphrase has been removed entirely and the reading left to the audience. So, from this 
bibliographic perspective, we can say that there are three distinct authorially sanctioned ways of 
interpreting the opening of this tanka. But, when I sat down to translate the poem into English for 
the NHK show, deciding on the kind of bird was only one of many ambiguities that I had to resolve. 
In addition, I had to specify the number, whether one, or two, or many birds, and also whether the 
bird or birds is/are floating on the water, hovering just above it, or flying in the sky. To seek en-
lightenment, I wandered along the corridor where my ofﬁce is situated at Komaba, and knocked on 
the doors of a number of distinguished colleagues also professing Japanese literature. All of course 
knew the poem well, and I asked each of them to draw a picture of what it represented. I will, how-
ever, spare them the dishonor of showing you the results! But let me just say that they were all very 
different, not only in style but also in content. A couple had a group of three or four birds, though the 
majority had only one; most had the bird or birds skimming over the ocean, but one or two showed 
it or them floating on the waves; and, unfortunately, the illustrations were all of a quality that made 
it difﬁcult to judge whether we were dealing with the swan or some other winged creature, either 
natural or mythological. 
 As you can imagine, this expert visual advice didn’t help me very much with the task in hand, 
but here is what I eventually decided on for my translation:
That white bird -- how sad it seems, 
 drifting along unstained by the blue of the sky, the blue of the sea.
Translating it into English thus forces your hand. You have to decide on number and tense, among 
other things. And especially in the case of tanka, you often have to add a pronoun to reflect the 
lyrical voice in the poem which is conventionally associated with the personality of the poet. In the 
Bokusui tanka here, though, I think I managed to convey this implicitly without having to make use 
of a personal pronoun. Either way, such decisions when translating into English have to be made; 
the various choices aren’t compatible. I didn’t have the chance to get the colleagues on my corridor 
together to debate which was the best, but I suspect that none of them would budge an inch from 
their own versions. Anyway, my general point is that engaging with this famous lyric by means of 
a language other than Japanese makes you face up to signiﬁcant questions that you can easily avoid 
if you deal with it only in its original form. 
 My third and ﬁnal text concerns the question of multiple layers and levels of language, which, 
as I have already pointed out, tends to generate a marked division between classical and modern 
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style. This time, though, the passage I have brought along is not in pre-modern Japanese, but in a 
rather outrageous blend of contemporary French and English, sometimes called Franglais. When I 
was travelling to Komaba on the train this morning, I wasn’t reading Jane Austen in paperback but 
glancing at the news on my iPhone. There are ﬁve or six different newspapers that I tend to look at 
in that way during my thirty-minute journey to work. One of them is the British Daily Telegraph, 
which shows up on the web just as the Telegraph. There today I found this hilarious article about the 
recent scandal concerning the relationship between the French President, François Hollande, and a 
well-known actress: as you perhaps know, there have been rumors about, for example, croissants 
being delivered by his body guard at about eight in the morning at the end of a long evening spent 
with the woman in question. Anyway, the subtitle of the article in the Telegraph reads: “The French 
president gives a press conference in Paris as rumours continue to circulate about his alleged affair 
with Julie Gayet, an actress.” But the rest of the article and indeed the main title is not in such stan-
dard British English, but rather in what is often called “Schoolboy French.” Plain English words are 
regularly substituted for more complex French vocabulary, and the whole is sprinkled with English 
idioms translated into absurdly literal French phrases. The title reads “François Hollande et son al-
leged bit sur le side,” and the article itself opens, “François Hollande est dans un spot de bother. Il 
est dans un pickle. Franchement, il est dans l’eau chaude.” 
 But, of course, to enjoy the joke, you have to be fairly competent in both languages. This 
mixture of serious political content and outrageously playful style, this mode of speaking about 
something vulgar in an elevated tone, seems to me to have a good deal in common with what Santo 
Kyoden was trying to do in Edo at the end of the eighteenth century with his Three Madams and 
their Dirty Tale. In other words, Michael Deacon, the political sketchwriter of the Telegraph who 
wrote this piece, by juxtaposing and jumbling disparate idioms, tones, and styles, has produced 
the closest thing that I have seen to gesaku, the playful, popular literature of the Edo period. I was 
talking with Graham Law, just before the symposium and he suggested that this type of grotesquely 
satirical humor is peculiarly British, and certainly I cannot imagine such a piece appearing in an 
American newspaper. But I also think that the piece would ring a bell with a Japanese audience 
familiar with pre-modern Japanese literature. 
 To sum up, translation into another language makes us address what a text actually means. 
And in allowing us to choose only one out of many options, and thus forcing us to recognize what 
has to be left out, it draws attention to the linguistic and cultural richness of the original. Finally, 
I must apologize for overrunning my allotted time, and can only hope that Michael Molasky and 
Adrian Pinnington will provide me with some sort of justiﬁcation by doing the same!
mike molasky: Running over comes easily. But I’m new to Waseda, so let me introduce myself 
-- for those of you who don’t know me, which is probably about ninety-ﬁve per cent of the people 
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here. While I’m new to the teaching staff at Waseda, actually I was an exchange student here back 
in 1976, in what was at the time the International Division, or kokusaibu. Without exaggerating 
the problems, I should say that some of the moans and groans that I have heard recently from my 
undergraduates spark my old memories as a student here -- though I think it’s better if I don’t go 
into too much detail! I taught Japanese literature and culture, primarily of the modern period, in the 
United States for seventeen years, ﬁrst at a tiny Liberal Arts college on the East Coast that had only 
sixteen hundred students, and then at a mammoth State university, the University of Minnesota, for 
nine years. The school was so big that to go from my ofﬁce to the library I had to walk across the 
Mississippi River -- I mean on the bridge, not walking on the water! And, as well, they had buses 
within the campus so that you could get places on time, without freezing. Then I wanted to move 
back to Japan. As had Robert Campbell, I had already begun writing in Japanese, and, although 
it’s not my native language and I can’t write perfectly, I had found it in strange ways liberating. I 
was even able to write faster and in a more interesting fashion, I think, than I could in my native 
language, precisely because of the relative lack of facility with nuance. In other words, if I’m writ-
ing an English sentence, I need to think of twelve, thirteen, fourteen English synonyms, and decide 
which one I’m going to use. In Japanese, my vocabulary is limited so that I tend only to have at most 
four or ﬁve synonyms on hand, and I can just keep moving along. So, I decided to quit a job in a 
university system where they don’t have retirement, and come back to Japan. And, very fortunately 
I ended up at Hitotsubashi University, where, as is the case with Robert Campbell at the Univer-
sity of Tokyo, Komaba, all my classes were in Japanese. I was mainly teaching graduate students 
-- teaching about Japan, in Japanese, to Japanese students. In the US I had been primarily teaching 
about Japan in English to American students. So it’s been a one-hundred-and-eighty-degree switch 
in terms of experience. 
 When I had the interview at Waseda and was offered the opportunity to move here, the one 
thing that I was anxious about personally, was, would I have to restrict myself in terms of the lan-
guage of the texts I could bring forward in class. I raised that question directly in my interview, and 
I was assured that I didn’t need to do simply what I had been doing in the US -- that is, use only 
English-language materials. For example, now I am teaching a course on the social and cultural his-
tory of Tokyo, mainly from the Great Kanto Earthquake to the present, and even looking forward 
to the next Tokyo Olympics. Half of the readings are in Japanese, and half are in English, and I tell 
the students from the beginning that they need to be reasonably comfortable reading both. I thought 
that would cut down the class size and make life easier for me -- but I still got eighty or so students 
and I still haven’t worked out what I did wrong! I’ll have to ﬁnd a more effective strategy next time 
-- though I recognize that some other profs may have even bigger classes than I do. 
 I’m just winding up my very ﬁrst semester here at Waseda, so I can’t speak from any great 
depth of experience. But there are some issues that I have been thinking about relating to a few of 
the things that Robert mentioned. Anybody who has worked in Japanese Studies knows that, re-
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gardless of what personal and professional choices you make, you are often put in a position based 
on nationality, native language, ethnicity, generation etc. There are always these ideological issues 
that attend teaching about Japan, regardless of what it is that you are speciﬁcally teaching. But it 
is especially charged when issues of language and culture are involved. If someone like Robert, 
or Adrian, or I, is writing in Japanese about Japanese culture, invariably you get this back-handed 
compliment or synopsis of your work, as aoi me de mita nippon （青い目で見た日本, that is, “Ja-
pan seen through blue eyes”）. Actually, nobody in my family has blue eyes, so that doesn’t carry a 
lot of weight! That’s starting to change, as Robert has pointed out, with things beginning to open up 
from the 1990s if not earlier. It seems to me that what we want to do is to broaden the audience to 
whom we can address our research, and to do that in ways that opens up the ﬁeld of inquiry rather 
than closes it down. 
 I remember very vividly that my ﬁrst ﬁeld of research concerned the Occupation and how it 
was written about in Japanese and Okinawan literature. When I was a graduate student I attended a 
conference in Okinawa. And one of the characteristics of academic conferences in Okinawa is that 
a lot of non-academics, ordinary citizens, show up because they are interested. That can be really 
rewarding and it can be very troublesome as well. I remember that somebody stood up and asked 
me, “How can you as a foreigner begin to understand Okinawan literature?” Now I know that that 
is a standard nationalist argument, but I was an over-enthusiastic graduate student at the time. So 
I grabbed the microphone and said, “Well, what if you are studying classical Japanese literature? 
Who can claim to understand that?” And, what if you are a woman speaking of a work by a man, 
or vice versa? Or, what if you are a white American trying to study African American literature? 
Basically that kind of stance forecloses any kind of academic inquiry, it shuts down the freedom of 
thought. What is happening is that the person who asks that kind of rhetorical question, is making 
an assertion of personal authority -- “I know because of who I am.” My response is basically, let’s 
see what you can say. You should let people put something out there and judge on its merits whether 
it is stimulating, interesting, persuasive, original. And if so, other people will take it and build on it. 
One of the advantages of being able to work in Japanese is that I do not have constantly to rehearse 
the basics of recent Japanese history -- the Empire, the War, the Occupation, and so on --- every 
time I want to write about the post-war situation. Because many of the people who are reading what 
I write, even if they are not academics, have lived through the era. 
 Robert talked about the difﬁculties of studying classical texts, and I appreciate those. But 
one of the difﬁculties of writing about contemporary Japanese literature is that the people you are 
talking about are still alive. So, they can just show up like Marshall McLuhan in the movie theatre 
line in Woody Allen’s Annie Hall, and say, “I never said that. You’ve got it completely wrong.” 
So there’s a different risk involved. What I am saying here is that language is only a part of what 
we are dealing with. Much of the rest is what theorists talk about as positionality -- who you are, 
where you stand, how you are positioned. And that is thought to determine what you are able to say 
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with authority. In reality, there are often struggles for authority taking place in the guise of other 
debates, and those are things that I would like to dispense with. One of the things I am very grateful 
for in joining GSICCS, Waseda, is that there are so many different kinds of students with such dif-
ferent backgrounds. It is simply not possible for them to hold on to those old ideological positions 
because the person sitting next to them is a living denial of everything that they are asserting. In 
one GSICCS class I am teaching a French student who grew up in Kyoto, a number of Japanese 
students who were educated abroad, and Chinese students of all sorts. If you are going to assume 
that those class members are all going to speak from a position determined by their nationality, you 
have already closed down the debate. It’s like the lowest form of identity politics transposed into the 
university sphere, assuming that what someone can say is determined by the color of their passport. 
It seems to me rather that we need to open up the discussion to as many people as possible, includ-
ing the general public. Academics often write in an inaccessible way that shuts out ordinary people, 
but there is a way of opening it up without dumbing it down. We should write about serious issues 
in a way that is imaginative, stimulating, sometimes even funny. We should not succumb to such 
abstruse, opaque terminology that only a handful of fellow specialists can understand us, unless 
there is absolutely no way around it. I hope that these are issues and attitudes that I will be able to 
explore fully and freely here at Waseda.
adRian pinnington: I am acutely aware that the topic itself is a very wide-ranging one, with many 
complexities, and that many of the issues being raised are difﬁcult in themselves. One of the most 
profound questions concerns the meaning of texts and who has the authority to decide it. In one way, 
I feel that I am in a rather different position from the other two members of the panel, because, as 
you perhaps know, both as an undergraduate student and as a research student in Britain I studied 
not Japanese but English literature -- that is, kokubungaku from a British point of view. I did my 
doctoral research in that ﬁeld, and only started to study Japanese after I had complete my Ph.D. and 
come to Japan. But nevertheless I feel that all three of us do share rather complex feelings about this 
question, if only because each of us has spent a lot of time and effort to learn Japanese. None of us 
is likely to be satisﬁed with the current trend towards the globalization of English, and we would 
never be among those English-speakers who ignore other languages and think that it is enough to be 
able to speak our own language in order to be a citizen of the world. 
 What I felt particularly while listening to Robert Campbell’s fascinating talk, was that, while 
he made a number of brave efforts to defend the value of studying Japanese literary texts in Eng-
lish, the upshot was that you will miss most of what is important if you do so. There is a part of me 
also which believes that paraphrase is a heresy -- doubly so, because I grew up studying English 
literature in the British tradition of “New Criticism” associated with F.R. Leavis, which places a 
tremendous emphasis on the close reading of texts, treating them with the mixture of respect and 
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reverence usually reserved for holy writ. But what I thought I would share with you this evening is 
a few thoughts about a lecture on comparative literature which I offer to SILS freshmen students 
as part of the Introduction to the Arts course. Afterwards, the essay that I always set them is, “Can 
a translation be as good as the original work of literature?” I am always amazed by the fact that 
almost all those who choose my topic simply say, “No!” They spend the whole essay explaining -- 
in a similar way to and of course by no means so eloquently as Robert Campbell -- why everything 
important about, say, a haiku will be lost if it is translated from Japanese into English. It’s always 
rather depressing, because in the lecture itself what I try to do is to suggest to them that there are 
other ways of looking at the question. 
 If you study modern Japanese translations of Shakespeare, you may feel exactly the same 
sense of loss that Robert feels in looking at modern English translation of classical Japanese lit-
erature -- that Shakespeare’s language is flattened to an enormous extent. But when you look at 
Japanese translations of the plays of Shakespeare -- and of course some are far better than others 
-- one of the things you appreciate is those scholars who have endeavored to make the texts live in 
Japanese. In order to write something on the subject, I have studied a number of the translations by 
a former colleague of Robert’s at the University of Tokyo, Professor Yushi Odashima. There, the 
more carefully you look the more clearly you can see that, although it is possible to focus on what is 
mistaken or missing, there is also a great ingenuity and brilliance that has gone into the transforma-
tion, turning the text into something that Japanese actors and actresses will perform on the stage, 
and that people will pay good money to go and see. And that of course means that they are getting 
something from it. So that it seems to me very one-sided if we look at a translation only to consider 
what is lost, forgetting the great impact that translation has in making works available to a vastly 
wider audience. 
 One of the paradoxes of modern comparative literature is that few writers have had the interna-
tional impact of Tolstoy and Dostoevsky, yet the vast majority of readers of Tolstoy and Dostoevsky 
have read them in translation. It’s always such a pleasure to me to see those readers of Tolstoy in 
the Japan of the late Meiji era, forming village communities and having their lives changed utterly 
in the light of the experience. And then to see that the same thing is occurring in Britain, the same 
thing in France, the same thing in Italy -- and all of those groups are being affected in this profound 
way by translations. I think there are a number of different reasons why the translation has been tra-
ditionally despised and looked down upon as a poor substitute for the real thing. But you only need 
to alter your perspective slightly to recognize that translation -- the transforming of a work so that it 
is comprehensible in an entirely different linguistic and cultural context -- is a powerfully creative 
act. 
 I teach courses on haiku here at Waseda, and it’s quite challenging because of the mixture of 
students in the class -- native speakers of Japanese, native speakers of English, and native speakers 
of neither language, who are of course native speakers of various third languages. But if you put 
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your mind to it, you can come up with questions that each participant has some competence to talk 
about, and this immediately makes the class very interesting and varied. There are certain kinds of 
question that Japanese speakers will feel conﬁdent about expressing an opinion on, but there are 
other sorts of question that English speakers will have speciﬁc thoughts about, and, at the same time, 
there are questions concerning which people who have access to translations in one or more other 
languages will have special insights. To my mind, there is a great danger in only moving between 
two languages, notably Japanese and English, and assuming that those two represent opposite ex-
tremes and thus cover the entire range of conceptual possibilities. 
 While listening to Robert Campbell, I was exercised by those puzzles about the white bird or 
birds in the poem by Wakayama Bokusui. It seems to me that it is unlikely to be flying high in the air 
if it is described as “unstained by the blue of the sea” -- though we may still ﬁnd plenty of reasons 
to disagree about what “unstained by the blue of the sea” actually means. The issue of how many is 
one that raises its head in almost every haiku that you can think of. The case that I commonly use 
in my classes is Matsuo Basho’s famous “Kare eda ni | karasu no tomari keri | aki no kure”（かれ
朶に烏のとまりけり秋の暮）. I always ask the students, “How many crows are there?” In general, 
I get tremendously dogmatic answers, rather like those of the University of Tokyo professors that 
Robert mentioned: “Of course there is only one crow -- otherwise the entire unity of the poem is 
destroyed.” Then we consider evidence about how many Basho himself considered there were. I 
ﬁrst produce the one picture where there is only a single, solitary crow, and then I produce his other 
picture where there seem to be about forty-ﬁve of them. So we all realize that questions of this kind 
raise a fundamental point about how you interpret texts. That profound question is unlikely to have 
arisen unless you talk about how many crows there are, and you are less likely to think about how 
many crows there, are if you aren’t engaging with a language that forces you to be explicit about 
number. So what I feel about doing Japan Studies in English is that it is an extremely bad idea to 
think of it as a binary choice between doing it in Japanese and doing it in English. Nobody could 
be a teacher and not want the students to learn as much as there is to know. But, on the other hand, 
there are many advantages and gains that come not from the fact that you are using English in itself, 
but from that fact that, by using English, you create a common meeting place for people to come 
together from widely different backgrounds, including of course from Japan itself, where they can 
all discuss together the issues that are raised.
With the inevitable overruns already mentioned, it was decided to curtail the planned 
“roundtable” conversation between the three main speakers and instead move directly 
into an “openhouse” session with questions and comments from the assembled audi-
ence. Though there were a number of guests and visitors, plus of course many repre-
sentatives from other Waseda divisions, current GSICCS students, whether domestic 
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or from overseas, made up the majority of the seventy or so members of the audience, 
and were to the fore in raising their hands. In each case, lively responses were forth-
coming from more than one of the speakers, with the topics covered including: the 
value of studying Murakami Haruki in an international intellectual context; the rela-
tion between literary translation into another language and adaptation into a predom-
inantly visual medium such as ﬁlm; and the meaning and value of the term “cultural 
identity” in relation to diverse academic communities such as that found at GSICCS. 
The symposium was ofﬁcially concluded with a brief word of thanks from Dean Aso, 
and was followed by an informal reception. We are grateful to Professors Campbell, 
Molasky and Pinnington for generously giving their time for this purpose also, which 
offered an invaluable opportunity to the budding young scholars at GSICCS to talk 
with them face to face. We hope that this interesting event will be the ﬁrst of many such 
at the new graduate school.
